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ABSTRACT
In agreement with students’ conceptual understanding, identifying of problem solving is an important part of
physics. This article is to identify the approach used by students in solving a physics problem. The subject of
the research were students of physics education year 2014 in Jambi University who had joined basic physics
class. The instruments used in this research were DIRECT (determining and interpreting resistive electric circuit
concept test) (Engelhardt & Beichner, 2004). Based on the result, 34,1% students still used the memory based approach in problem solving, 52,3% of them used no clear approach, 4,5% used structured manner, 6,82% used unstructured manner and only 2,27% students used a scientific approach to solving the problem. The result showed
that many students used no clear approach and memory based approach to solve the problem. It mean that they
did not use physics concept in solving the problem and generally they only used the equation they memorized
related to the problem they ever did before.
© 2017 Science Education Study Program FMIPA UNNES Semarang
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INTRODUCTION
Students’ problem solving ability in physics
has become the focus in some recent researches
in the last decades. Although problem solving is
one of the categories of thinking ability that used
by teachers to teach their students to think (Rufaida & Sujiono, 2013), the practice of problem
solving is the main factor in science education
and technology (Ceberio, et al., 2016; Ibrahim
& Rebello, 2012), especially in physics education (Adam & Wieman, 2005; Docktor & Mestre,
2014; Docktor et al., 2010). A good problem solving framework was needed to buil physics knowledge or introduce science culture (Docktor et
al., 2016). Students attitude towards learning and
problem solving in science and their conception
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towards the purpose of learning science could
give a significant effect on what they are learning
(Mason & Singh, 2016). Problem solving is very
important part In scientific reasoning because the
skills in problem solving gives effect to change
and improve emotional, cognitive and psychomotor improvement (Alshamali & Daher, 2016).
Modern cognitive science defines problem
solving as a process to reach the goal when the
way to it is unclear (Ryan et al., 2016; Docktor
et al., 2016; Docktor & Heller, 2009). In physics
education problem solving is usually used to understand physics and exact strategy to prove students’ achievement (Docktor et al., 2016; Ceberio
et al., 2016; Adams & Wieman, 2015; Ibrahim &
Rebello, 2012). Besides, a good problem solving
skills could help students transfer their knowledge and understand the pysical situation (Walsh et
al., 2007) because one of physics purposes is to
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know the physical situation (Galili & Guihbarg,
2005).
When someone tries to solve a problem,
they will make a model in their mind about how
to solve that problem (Khasanah et al., 2016),
because this model could improve students’ ability to problem solving (Supriyanti et al., 2015).
There are some ways used by students in problem
solving. According to Docktor et al. (2015), there
are two approaches used by students in problem
solving; explicit problem solving and traditional
problem solving. Students using explicit problem solving usually solve the problem by focusing on it, describing physics concept that will
be applied, planning solution, finishing plan and
evaluating solution, where as students using traditional problem solving will start from drawing
sketch, defining a known and unknown variable,
choosing equation, and correcting the answer.
According to Walsh et al. (2007) students were
tended to solve the problem using four ways, they
are a scientific approach, plug and chug (structured manner and unstructured manner), memory
based approach and no clear approach.
In general, according to Walsh et al. (2007),
students solving problem using scientific approach start solving problem by evaluating physical
situation by focusing on seen physics concept,
whereas students using plug and chug are divided
into two group, students who solve evaluate problem by determining kind of formula that they will
use in problem solving as well as known structured manner approach and students who concentrate only on identifying variable needed as well as
known unstructured manner approach. Besides
those approaches, there are two kinds of approach in problem solving; they are memory based
approach and no clear approach. Students who
solved the problem with memory based approach
usually analyze the problem based on the situation they found in the past and try to remember the
equation they used or similar problem they ever
did before. Whereas students using no clear approach will solve the problem not based on the related concept and certain method, in which they
are tended to manipulate variable given randomly
to give the answer.
In previous researches, many students at
Senior High School and University have faced
difficulties in solving a physics problem, especially when they are facing a complex problem
(Sujarwanto et al., 2014). Some researches results
showed that although students could solve qualitative problem by inputing quantity to the equation (Rosengrant, 2009; Walsh et al., 2007; Redish, 2005) or they did not find difficulty in using

mathematics and formula (Ceberio et al., 2016),
they did not build their skill by applying concept
so they faced difficulties in solving more complex
problem (Rosengrant, 2009; Walsh et al., 2007;
Redish, 2005). Besides, most university students
solve the problem by using traditional procedure, those students novice than expert procedure
(Ryan et al., 2016; Caberio et al., 2016).
The students’ lack in problem solving is
due to their less attention to problem solving, in
addition, they have aweak understanding of physics concept and law (Ceberia et al., 2016). In the
learning process, the strategy which only focuses
on how to solve a problem that needs mathematics calculation has become the cause of students’ lack problem solving skill (Sujarwanto et
al., 2014). Besides, many students also do not get
well about the process in problem solving during
learning (Brown et al., 2016).
In certain material like power and electrical energy, students have to understand the concept of power conservation which is the statement of second Kirchoff law in solving problem.
According to Serway & Jewett (2004), in some
books there are some mistakes which say that dissipated power in resistor which shows its energy
disappears. The power does not disappear, but it
changes into internal energy connected to atomic
vibrations in the resistor. Misunderstanding the
concept is also the main cause of students’ lack
ability in problem solving.
Some researchers in physics education
have conducted research towards students problem solving skill by looking at how expert and
novice attitude in solving a physics problem. Expert usually organizes their understanding about
basic physics principle and decide to choose the
relevant principle which help their to solve the
problem (Docktor et al., 2016; Docktor & Mestre,
2014), whereas novice solves problem by taking
their understanding, and will decide to do simple context based on the formula (Docktor et al.,
2016). An expert will describe again the problem,
and they often uses qualitative arguments to explain the solution before elaborating mathematically (Sujarwanto et al., 2014; Hull et al., 2013),
evaluates the solution and use representation
(Sujarwanto et al., 2014). Novice solve the problem by determining the formula and mostly faces
difficulty (Hull et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2007).
Experts organize their understanding in a very
structured mannner and enable to explain when
needed. Whereas novices do not use structured
manner, their understanding is based on random
fact and equation which are very little (Walsh et
al., 2007).
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The research about problem solving skill
following by expert and novice attitude has often been conducted, but there is small amount
the research about approach used by students in
problem solving has been conducted especially in
power and electrical energy. Indeed, the approach of solving problem used by students can influence their success on solving physics problem
(Balta et al., 2016) and affect significantly to what
they have learned (Singh & Mason, 2009; Mason
& Singh, 2010). In this article, we would discuss
the approach used by students in solving problem
limited to power and electrical energy material,
which is based on 5 problem solving levels, those are scientific approach, plug and chug (structurred manner & unstructured manner) memory
based approach, no clear approach.
METHODS
Subjects in this research were students S1
of physics education at Jambi University who
had joined basic physics class. One of the topics
discussed in the class was power and electrical
energy concepts. Based on the curriculum used in
Natural Science Department, study programme
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of physics education at Jambi University, power
and electrical energy is discussed in basic physics
class which is part of electrical dynamic material.
The respondents were 44 students who
were divided into 3 class during the learning process. They were taught by two lecturers. During
the learning process, the lecturers used some media such as PhET interactive simulations, moving
animation, video and other strategies relevant
with their own ways of teaching. The analysis
approach used by students were based on the
explanation of their answers adapted with indicators of problem solving approach level showed
in Table 1. Each students’ answers were grouped
and adapted to the kind of problem solving approach they used. The data in this research were
collected through the test. The instrument used
were multiple choices with open ended questions
referring to DIRECT (Determining and Interpreting Resistive Electric Circuit Concept Test) (Engelhardt & Beichner, 2004). DIRECT were developed to evaluate the conceptual understanding
of Senior Hight School and first year university
students about electricity (Engelhardt & Beichner,
2004). DIRECT consist of 29 multiple choices
question, but in this research, the researcher only

Table 1. Indicators of Assessment Level in Problem Solving Approach
Level of problem
Indicators
solving approach

•
•
•

Analyzing physical situation qualitatively and referring to involved physics
concept.
Planning and finding solution in a systematic manner based on the analysis
Focusing on concept in the process of problem solving
Evaluating solution

Structured manner

•
•
•
•

Analyzing qualitative situation based on the formula
Planning solution based on the variables and systematic procedure
Referring to the concept of problem solving
Evaluating solution

Unstructured
manner

•
•
•
•

Analyzing situation based on seen variable
Starting by choosing formula based on variables in trial and error system
Referring to the concept as variable
Not evaluating solution

Memory based
approach

•
•
•
•

Analyzing problem based on the situation they have experienced before
The procedure is started by matching variable given with the example they
have already faced
Referring concept as variable
Not evaluating solution

•
•
•
•

Analyzing situation based on the given variable
The procedure is started by using variable in random ways
Applying variable as a term
Not evaluating solution

Scientific approach

•

Plug and chug

No clear approach

(Walsh et al., 2007)
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focused on some questions adapted with a research focus. Besides, in answering multiple choice,
the students were asked to give their explanation, reasons of their answers based on the physics
concept that they knew. It was to know what kind
of approach they used in problem solving.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There are two forms in applying power
and electrical energy tested to reveal the kind of
approaches used by students. The first form was
given in the context of two electrical series where
one of them was arranged with a battery and a
resistor while the other was arranged with a battery and two resistors in series. The second form
was given in the context of three electrical series
arranged with an energy source, which is a battery, in different ways. To solve these problems
well, students needed to have the understanding
of the following concepts: (1) Ohm law; (2) concept of current in series and parallel; (3) applying
Kirchoff law about current and voltage; and (4)
conservation law of charge and energy.
The percentage of students answering corectly in each concept of power and electrical
energy, based on figure 1, from 44 students, 65%
of them answered correctly whereas for electrical
power only 24% students could answer correctly.

Figure 1. The Percentage of Students Answering
Correctly In Power And Electrical Energy Concept
But, being seen from the approach used
by students in explaining their answers, based on
table 2, it showed that they were tended to use
no clear approach mostly, there were 23 from 44
students or about 52,3%, the second order after it
was memory based approach, it was 15 students
or about 34,1%, and it was only one student or
2,27% who could apply scientific approach in
solving problem concept of power and electrical

energy. The rests, 11,32% students used to plug
and chug approach in solving the problem which
consisted of structured and unstructured manners.
Table 2. Category of Problem Solving Approach
(N = 44)
The level of problem
solving approaches
Scientific approach

The percentage of approaches used by students (%)
2,27

Plug and Chug
•

Structured manner

4,5

•

Unstructured
manner

6,82

Memory based approach

34,1

No Clear Approach

52,3

If the result was adjusted with the assessment indicators of problem solving approach in
table 1, it showed that very few students who applied the scientific approach to problem solving. It
cause by the students tended to focus on variable
and mathematical equation they knew and had
experienced before while solving the problem
without involving the physical situation and concept. This finding was in agreement with Docktor
et al., (2010) & Jonassen et al. (2006) that showed
students often solved the problem based on the
numeric statement and finished it by determining
the equation they knew and adopted it to the numeric statement. However, to succeed in problem solving students should know the problem,
understand the relevant concept and know how
the process to get the answer (Sabella & Redish,
2007; Jonassen et al., 2006) or apply the concept
in a certain condition of the problem (Docktor &
Mestre, 2014). Besides, learning process could be
considered as a success if students could reach
basic competences in problem solving like being
able to think based on the relevant physics concept, able to make the representation, and able to
interpret the physical description into the equation (Hull et al., 2013). It is done to the fact that
problem solving is a strategy which is not only
filled with knowledge but also technique and procedure (Halim et al., 2016).
This result was relevant to the research
finding by Ceberio et al., (2016) & Walsh et al.,
(2007), that most students did not find difficulty
in applying mathematic equation during problem
solving, but they could not develop their skills
needed to transfer knowledge and complex prob-
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lem solving. In addition, students did not build
their skills by applying the concept to problem
solving, so they found difficulties in solve more
complex problem (Rosengrant, 2009; Walsh et
al., 2007; Redish, 2005).
Students understanding on was the topic
which was being done taught or could they connect the material with the problem influenced the
approaches used by students in problem solving
(Kohl & Finkelstein, 2006). Students structure of
knowledge and the problem character could also
influence problem solving process (Sujarwanto et
al., 2014). Besides that, the students’ understanding, their experience with the topic, and how
they were taught to solve the problem during
learning process also could influence the kind of
approach they used (Ibrahim & Rebello, 2012).
Another factor was students’ weakness in app-
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lying mathematics into the process of problem
solving (Tuminaro & Redish, 2004).
The answer in Figure 3a above showed
how one of 44 students solved the concept of
electrical energy if three circuits were set into
three different circuits (Figure 2). The explanation was the example of the only student who applied the concept in problem solving, which was a
scientific approach. To get the answer, the student
tried to describe the situation qualitatively by explaining the form of the circuit and solved the
problem by referring to the concept. Besides, he
also searched the solution with systematic ways.
It was in agreement with Walsh et al., (2007)’s
statement, that student who uses a scientific approach to solving the problem will start by analyzing physical situation qualitatively, referring to
the concept and applying systematical ways based

Figure 2. Question to know the level of understanding and problem solving skill about power and
electrical energy

Figure 3. Examples of Students Answers (a) Applying Scientific Approach and (b) Applying No Clear
Approach
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on the analysis. The process of qualitative analysis like making a description, figure and graph
to support the process of problem solving (Kohl
& Finkeilstein, 2005). The application of qualitative analysis in problem solving process could
improve students’ achievement in explaining and
predicting phenomena (Mualem & Eylon, 2007).
In addition, a student who is expert in using conceptual reason during problem solving shows that
he uses scientific approach (Hull., et al., 2013).
The answer in figure 3a showed that there
were a mathematic mistake and students’ formula in problem solving, especially when he counted
the amount of source energy if the circuit was
set in paralel and the formula of electrical energy
used was not quite correct. Those mistakes did
not omit the existence that the student used a
scientific approach, because according to Walsh
et al., (2007), a student who uses scientific approach can make mathematic and conceptual mistakes, but what is important is that he focuses on
finding a solution with physics concept that they
believes to be right.
Compared to 23 of 44 students or 52,3%
who applied no clear approach to problem solving, which was the most approach used by students, it proved that they did not use qualitative
analysis and concept in solving the problem. The
example of student’s answer in figure 3b, with the
same problem as in figure 2, showed that the student solved the problem only based on the variable given and tried to used the equation he could
possibly solve the problem. He did not analyze
the situation of three circuits given in the question, so they made a mistake in determining the
answer. This result was relevant to what was said
by Walsh et al. (2007), that the focus of student
using this approach was not on the concept but
on the known variable. Applying many aproaches
without concept could be effective in finding the
answer, but it is weak in the conceptual understanding during the solution process (Docktor et
al., 2015). Furthemore, conceptual understanding
and its application are some things important
to know in problem solving (Sabella & Redish,
2007). As the opposite, the ability to problem solving was also a method to understand the concept, because according to Usmeldi (2016), the
cause why students less understand the concepts
is their lack ability in problem solving, science
process, thinking, and reasoning. Not to mention,
students who use no clear approach often make a
mistake in the answer and easily change the approach to problem solving (Walsh et al., 2007).
An interesting finding in this study was a
student who could use a scientific approach to

solving problem characterized that he followed
expert attitude in problem solving. The similarities of expert person in problem solving and a
person who was able to use scientific approach
were: 1) every step of problem solving was always
started with analyzing physical situation qualitatively and based on the concept (Hull et al., 2013;
Rosengrant et al., 2009; Ogilvie, 2009; Kohl
& Finkeilsten, 2008; Walsh et al., 2007), 2) the
problem was solved with systematic and structured ways (Hull et al., 2013; Walsh et al., 2007),
3) always evaluate the solution (Rosengrant et
a.l, 2009; Walsh et al., 2007). Whereas students
who used memory based approach and no clear
approach tend to solve the problem characterized that they were a novice. The similarities between person used memory based approach and
no clear approach and novice were: 1) every step
was always based on the given variable (Hull et
al., 2013; Rosengrant et al., 2009; Ogilvie, 2009;
Kohl & Finkeilsten, 2008; Walsh et al., 2007), 2)
they found the difficulties if the were given more
complex problem (Rosengrant et al., 2009; Walsh
et al., 2007).
CONCLUSION
Based on the result and discussion above,
it could be concluded that students tend to use no
clear approach and memory based approach in
solving the concept of power and electrical energy. It showes that most students do not solve the
problem by analyzing the physical situation and
applying physics concept to get the answer, but
they only refer to the involved variable, random
methods, and memorizing the same problem they
have ever faced before. In addition, only a few
students who could apply the scientific approach
in solving the problem. It is caused by the lack of
concepts belonging to students about power and
electrical energy.
Based on these findings, during the learning process, it is suggested to apply a learning
model which could help students to use a scientific approach. It is because that student who could
apply scientific approach characterizes that he
know the concept and has a good problem solving skill.
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